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The electronic controllers of Frigosystem’s latest generation units have an excellent
outwards connectivity and their program ﬂexibility can match that of the most
demanding applications.
FS i-LINK is a modern supervising system, able to monitor the FRIGOSYSTEM
refrigeration and thermoregulation units even when composed of several different
units.
The powerful platform together with internal Web Server allows an efficient local or remote
telecontrol: the special connectivity module “FS i-Link” enables the operator to connect
from any web position and check the machine status, change the parameters and manage
the alarms.
The main functions of the supervising module are:
- View and print temperatures, alarms, pressures, working status
Remotely modify all functioning parameters
Manage all anomalies through alarms reset function
FS i-LINK is supplied on request by FRIGOSYSTEM, who is also the owner of the hardware and
software.
The system has the capability to be connected through Ethernet cable to an intranet-internet web, or
to other programs for the management of distributed applications.
The hardware is also equipped with a serial RS485 slave output, and with a USB port for download of
parameters, data logger/alarms and upload of updates.
It can also be connected to OPC-UA systems through the integration of the dedicated
communication module.
This important device can also establish a virtual connection with the Frigosystem service centre or its local
service points to check, virtually and in real time, the performance of Frigosystem units wherever they are
installed in the world, and provide the operator some fundamental indications about functioning and
maintenance.

TELEMANAGEMENT

Unit control from any WEB position

SERVICE

Real time support

MAINTENANCE

Guide for the correct plant functioning

INTERFACING

With other systems

TAX RELIEF

Incentives for Hyper/Super-amortization
according to Industry 4.0
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